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Egis and Camas are creating an aviation
academy in Abidjan
Egis, an international consultancy, engineering and operation group is pooling expertise with Camas,
a French group specialised in airport training, to create a new aviation training centre in Abidjan,
Côte d'Ivoire.

Comprehensive training programmes
The CMA - which stands for “Centre des Métiers de l’Aviation” was born from the objective of the two groups to pool their
complementary expertise and offer training services to aviation
professionals in Africa, in compliance with international
standards and best practices. CMA will be an IATA Authorized
Training Centre and will benefit from Camas’ position as ICAO TRAINAIR Plus member.
CMA's offering is building on the know-how of both Egis and Camas. It is aimed at companies as well as
individuals, for ab-initio and in-service training as well. In the airport sector, the portfolio of training
programmes encompasses a broad range of topics: ground handling and cargo, safety and security,
dangerous goods, planning and operation, certification and audit, customer service, logistics,
management, IT, and languages.

Meeting the needs of aviation professionals
Olivier Baric, Aviation Director – Africa at Egis, says: “The CMA will promote the recruitment of local
trainers to offer training programmes that are even more adapted to the regional context and needs.
One of the major objectives is thus to contribute to the improvement of safety and security
management in the subregion. In this perspective, setting up our training centre in Abidjan is a strategic
choice which relies on the city’s attractiveness in a country with important prospects for air traffic
growth”.
The CMA will meet skills development needs from staff working at airports where Egis is shareholder
and reference technical partner in Côte d’Ivoire (AERIA), Gabon (ADL) and Republic of Congo (AERCO). It
will also meet the needs from other airport operators and service providers in West and Central Africa,
and from airlines, administrations and organisations, Civil Aviation authorities and air navigation service
providers as well.
Find out more: http://www.cmaciv.com/
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Egis Group
1 billion € turnover in 2016
13,800 employees
Egis is an international group offering engineering, project structuring and operations services. In
engineering and consulting its sectors of activity include transport, urban development, building,
industry, water, environment and energy. In roads and airports its offer is enlarged to encompass
project structuring, equity investment, turnkey systems delivery, operation and mobility services.
Employing 13,000 people, including 8,300 in engineering, the group generated a managed turnover
of €937 million in 2015.
Egis is 75% owned by the French “Caisse des Dépôts” and 25% owned by Iosis Partenaires, (a
“partner” executive and employee shareholding).

Camas
24 training centres worldwide
27,000 people trained every year
300 trainers
Certified IATA, ICAO, French Civil Aviation, SGS
E-Learning solutions
CAMAS is a French group funded in 2001 in order to meet the professional demand in terms of
professional training for the aviation and airport industry. For more than a decade, the group has
been working closely with active professionals to deliver high-quality training courses.
CAMAS is an IATA Accredited Training School, IATA Authorized Training Center and IATA Premier
Circle Member. We are also ICAO TrainAir Plus Full Member. All these accreditations will be
extended to the CMA in Abidjan.
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